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GATE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM



The gate management system is a complete system, which can 
manage, control and monitor an entire vehicle gate logs and all 
related equipment. It helps organizations manage the daily 
visitors to their premises and also saves all the data of the 
concerned person coming in the premises and out of the 
premises. 

Ease of use
the features are designed by the interface and it ensures that is 
completely easy to the end user. The new and modified system 
will also be responsive to all sizes.

Role based access
the user who has approached this system who will be provided 
access to the system and would be provided a role-based 
control by the system.

Workflow
different stages of the vehicle movement would be accessed 
and supported by the system in the premises.

Better visibility
decisions should be based on the real time data such as active 
vehicle on the campus, notification provided to the ware house 
to prepare for the next shipment and average time should be 
provided for unloading and  loading of goods.

Better to maintain
the system would be easier to maintain and would be flexible to 
add new features and frequently modernized in the future. 

What is the objective of a gate management system? 



Different users have access to different roles and will permission for 
certain activities like an admin user would have access to set up 
systems, make configuration changes, create and delete users. A 
gate operator will have permission to create pass, the supervisor 
will have permission to oversee the operations. The user 
management will have the flexibility to add, remove and modify 
users based on specific roles. 

USER MANAGEMENT

This helps you give security to your data as the information isn't 
passing to any irrelevant person and the people would have to only 
to deal with the data, they have access to it. The objective role-
based access is being achieved.

Upon the entry of the truck,
the gate operator will create
a gate pass for the truck
driver, which will have his
relevant information



The product master management has the abilities to create 
different product category, add different product category, set rate 
for the product, to configure standard sizing parameter for the 
product. All this data is fetched by SAP which is integrated with the 
system. 

Since its integrated with the system, it creates data visibility as the 
data is fetched from the cloud and ensures whether the right 
product, right characteristics are being brought into the 
organization and makes it more efficient and also when you are 
gathering all the information through central data system in which 
you are getting better visibility. It is also easy to understand what is 
coming inside the premises and what is going out of the premises 

PRODUCT MASTER

When a truck is coming in the
campus to deliver, or collect
products or materials, the
Gate Management System
can fetch the product
information from the SAP.
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Gate operations- every vehicle that is passing, the gate operator 
will create pass for them at the gate and all the information of the 
truck's driver such as name, license number, contact number and 
photo would be recorded and then the truck will be allowed to pass 
once the system has got the information. 

The system will also have an option to authenticate truck using 
ANPR OR RFID reader and this would provide better workflow as the 
vehicle movement would be accessed by the system and provides 
better visibility as the warehouse operator would be able to know 
which truck is passing by the information collected.

GATE OPERATIONS

The truck is only allowed to enter the premises,
once the gate pass has been issued, and the
status is updated. The vehicle movement is then
tracked by all the relevant personnel



Truck exited gate

Truck reached warehouse

Truck loading

Truck loading completed

Truck exiting warehouse

Warehouse operations- once the gate operator allows the truck to 
come inside the ware house, the ware house operator will get an 
update so that the loading unloading process is started. Once that 
is done, the warehouse operator would mark the transaction as 
complete. The loading zone will receive a notification for their 
loading equipment and the gate operator will know that is 
unloading process is done. 

This is increases security as if the truck driver takes longer than 
normal to arrive at the gate, the gate operator would get to know 
whether any form of malpractices is being conducted.  It is also 
easy to use as the warehouse operator would be notified that the 
truck driver has arrived at the gate and will make arrangements at 
that sort of time as the information is all saved in one centralized 
system. Since all the information is available to the relevant people, 
it doesn't allow miscommunication to occur and reduces error

WAREHOUSE OPERATIONS

As soon as the vehicle movement starts, the
warehouse operator is notified through the
system, which allows him to start to prepare
for the loading/unloading of material.
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